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Problern 1 (Cornpulsory problem)

Let r,A, z,t, and k be real numbers. Answer the following questions.

(Q.1) Let f (*,il: 13 tA2 - ry. Obtain the partial derivatives ! ^"a%-.dr dy
In addition, obtain the equation of the tangent plane to the surface s : f(u,g) at

(r,y, z) : (L,2, f (1,2)).

(Q.2) Let h(r) : exp{exp(2r) - 1}. Obtain a first-order Taylor series expansion around

r : 0 for h(r). In addition, obtain the values of k and a when the Iimit

a:limt-1@)
fr-+o Ik

exists and satisfies 0 < lol < m.

(Q.3)The hnctiOn cOs~l is the inverse inction Of cOs,and the dOmain and the range

Of cos~l are l-1,1]and[0√
|フ
respectivelyo Draw the curve y=cOs~1(″ 十 :).

In addition,obtaill the area Of the regiO1l surrOullded by this curve,the″ ―axis,alld

the ν―axis.

(Q. ) Let g(t) be a real function satisfying the differential equation

d2a da

dt'z 
+;f + sin t :0'

Obtain the general solution to this differential equation. In addition, obtain the

particular solution for the initial values g(0) : 2 and,ffl0l : O.

(Q.5) Let D : {(",y)10 <-2r -y 11, 0 ( r*3y <2}. Using the change of variables

'u:2r - y and u : r * 39, obtain the value of the double integral

lL#%drdY
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Problem 2 (Vlathernatics)

Consider a square rnatrix of order four

and let π =(χ l,χ 2フ

"3,″
4)丁 repreSent a fOur dimenSiOnal real VeCtOrフ that iSメ ∈Rr.

AssuIIle that a hyperplalle P includes the Origin alld is perpelldicular tO a vectOr γし∈IR4

and that a hypersphere surface sr of radius α>O is centered at a poillt c∈ IR4,that iS,

Hyperplane P={π ∈R41η丁
"=0}and

Hypersphere surface s={π ∈R411レ _C‖ =α }フ

where llrll - χ l 十 十 χ3 十 χ4‐

following questions

(Q.1) Obtain the eigenvalues )r ( lz ( .\3 ( ),a of A and the corresponding eigenvec-

tors e1, e2, aJ, and ea.

(Q.2) A set Q : {Anl z e IRa} forms a linear space. Obtain the dimension and the

basis vectors of Q. The basis vectors need not be orthogonal to one another.

(Q.3) The distance g between the hyperplane P and the hypersphere surface S is defined

as the rninimum value of llp - sll for p € P and s € ,S, that is,
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‖η‖=1,and〒 indicates transpose.Answer the

9:

Express g in terrns af r1,, c, and 0.

Inlll
p∈二 S∈S ‖P一

S‖

(Q.4)Assulme η=(1,o,o,o)丁 ,c=(1,1,1,1)丁フand α=1。 The diStanCe α(π)between
π and L={ス Pl p∈ P}⊂ O iS denned as the minimum distance between π and

J∈ 五,that is,

¨)=環皇メレーJII

(1)Express α(π )in terms Of"1フ ″2/じ 3,and■
'4・

(2)Obtain maxls),the lnaximuln value of α(s)br s∈ S.
S∈5
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Problern 3 (1\4athematics)

Let o ) O,fr,U,X, and Y be real numbers, e be the base of the natural logarithm, and i
be the imaginary unit. Answer the following questions.

(Q 1) Show

lim lr e―α(X+り )2dυ

A→∞
|ノ o

=0 (1)

/Qヽ
k乙ノ

(Q 2) Calculate the integral

1∞
_α

(π +iy)2d″

by uSing COntOur integration along the path shown in Figure l

Ec.fl)and√
∞

e_α
′π2dχ =4虐二二 /`  

ノ_∞       Vα

You may use

Consider the partial differential equation of a two-variable real function u(r,t) given by

じ

一

∂

一一

じ

一

∂

一
∂ι   ∂χ2フ

where , > 0 is a real number and u(r,t) satisfies u(r,t) -+ 0 and *r",t) -+ 0 as

lrl -+ oo.

(Q.3) The Fourier transform of. u(r,t) is defined as

び(た ,ι)=
′∝)

1∞

u(r, f ).-t** d*,

where k is a real rrurnber. Obtain an ordirrary differential equatiorr of [/ with
respect to t by calculatirrg the Fourier trarrsform of Eq. (2).

(Q. ) ObtainU(k,t) by solving the ordinary differential equation derived in (Q.3) under
the condition u(r,O) : d(, - 1). Here, the delta function d(r) is defined as

6(r): * l:e,k*dk

(Q.5) The inverse Fourier transform of.tJ(k,t) is given by

u(r,t): ! [* u(k,t)eik,dk.ZtrJ_* \ / /

Obtain u(r,t) under the condition in (Q.4).
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Problern 1 (Vlathematics)

Clonsider two school■ outes to the Kashiwa can■ pus shOwnin Tables l and 2.A_ssun■ e that

each tilne required fOr walking,bicycle,train,and bus follows a norn■ al distribution Ⅵrith

the lnean and standard deviatiOn shOwn in Tables l and 2,and these are independent

of each other.Table 3 shonrs the probability that randoIIl variable_χ
‐
。 f61lovring the

standard nOrlnal distributiOn takes a value nO less than ″。. Let probability density

hnCtiOn∫ x and mOment genertting funCtiOn Aイ fx Of randOm Variable Xお 110Wing the

nOrlnal distributiOn with lnean μ′and standard deviation σ >・ O be

ル(″)=湯寡Ⅸp(―立場.メ
),施 o=Exlexp(ι X)1,

where IEx is the expectatiOn Over ralldOIIl variable x, and t is a real nulnber.Answ・ er

the fOlltting questions.Lu may useの d.4,√ 」 .7,拓 π2.2,and√ %2.6.

(Q.1) When Z : aX * B follows the standard normal distribution) express a and B in

terms of p and o.

(Q.2) Random variable Xa (i, : L,2) independently follows the normal distribution with

mean p,i and standard deviation o;,) 0. For real numbers a and b, obtain A, B,

and C satisfying Maxt+bx2(t) : e*p(, t' + Bt + C).

(Q.3) From Table 4, choose the interval containing the probability that the total time

of school route 1 is no less than 75 minutes.

(Q. ) Suppose that you use school route 1. Obtain the departure time such that you

arrive at the Kashiwa campus by 10 a.m. with probability 99%.

(Q.5) From Table 4, choose the interval containing the probability that the total time

of school route 1 is longer than that of school route 2 by no less than 25 minutes.

‐10‐



Routes lVlean
Standard
deviation

WVialking

↓
Traln A

↓
Bus A

15 min.

25 min.

25 rnin.

2 1nin。

4 min.

5 1nln.

Table 1: School route 1

Table 3: Probabilitv.

χ 0

1.00

1.28

1.44

1.65

1.96

2.33

2.58

16%
10%
7.5%

5.0%
2.5%
1.0%

0.5%

Table 2. School route 2

Table 4:Choices

Interval

10-16与Z;

7.5-10%

5。 0-7.5%
2.5-5.0%

1.0-2.5%

0。 5-1.0%

0.0-0.5%

R,outes VIean
Standard
deviation

Bicycle

J
Train B

J
Bus B

25 1nin

15 1nin

15 1nin

4 1nin

8 min

8 1nin
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Problern 5 (Physics)

Consider a point mass with mass rn which moves only in the vertical direction be-

tween a horizontal floor and a horizontal ceiling. The vertically upward axis is denoted

as y-axis as shown in Figure 1. The positions of the floor and the ceiling are y : 0

and g : 11, respectively. The coefficient of reflection between the point mass and the

floor/ceiling is unity (i.e. perfectly elastic collision). The gravitational acceleration is g.

(Q.1) The point rnass starts to fall from the position y : H 12 with zero initial velocity.

Answer the following questions assuming that the air resistance is negligible.

(1) Obtain the amount of time 7 from the start of the point mass's motion till its
first arrival at the floor. Also furd the impulse 1 exerted on the floor during
a collision.

(2) Assume that the point mass repeats the vertically reciprocating motion for a

sufficiently long time. Find the time-averaged force exerted on the floor.

(Q.2) The point mass starts to fall from the position A : H 12 with initial velocity of
dyldt - -Vo.Answer the following questions assuming that the air resistance is

negligible.

(1) Describe the requirement for the point mass to reach the ceiling after the

bounce from the floor.

(2) Assume that the point mass repeats the vertically reciprocating motion for

a sufficiently long time under the requirement obtained in (1). Find the

time-averaged forces exerted on the floor and the ceiling, respectively.

t2



(Q.3) NextT assume that the air resistance proportional to the velocity, -k(dyld,t),
exerts on the point mass. k is a positive constant. The point mass starts to fall at

time t : 0 from a position with zero initial velocity and first arrives at the floor at

time f : rnlk. Let the base of the natural logarithm be e. Answer the following

questions.

(1) Write down the equation of motion of the point mass.

(2) Obtain the velocity of the point mass when it arrives at the floor for the first

time.

(3) Find the time when the point mass reaches the highest position after the first

bounce from the floor.
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Problern 6 (Physics)

Consider the motion of a particle (mass m, charge q) moving at velocity u in a uniform
magnetic field B. The influence of gravity is ignored.

(Q 1) Express the force applied to the particle using Q, ?) ) and B

(Q.2) Let lBl : B and let u1 be the absolute value of the velocity on a plane perpen-

dicular to the magnetic field. When u1, * 0 is assumed, the motion of the particle
projected on this plane is circular. Then, find its radius and angular frequency.

(Q.3) There is a grounded conductive hollow cylinder with an inner radius 1.0 x 10-1[m]

with an axis in the direction of the magnetic field B. From a certain point on the

central axis of this cylinder, an electron with its kinetic energy WIeV] is injected

in the direction perpendicular to the axis. In this case, find the minimum value

of LZ necessary for the electron to reach the inner wall of the cylinder. Also, let

lBl :5.0 x 10-a[T], the elernentary charge be 1.6 x 10-1e[C], and the electron

mass be 9.1 x 10-31[kg].

There is an axis symmetric static magnetic field of which strength gradually varies in
space. Consider the local cylindrical coordinate system (r,0,2) with the z-axis as the
axis of symmetry (Fig.l). Let the magnetic field be B : (B,,Bo,Br), and 86 : g.

Consider a particle (mass m, charge q) with circular motior:. whose central axis is the

z-axis. Assume that the orbital radius of the particle is sufficiently smaller than the

spatial scale of the magnetic field strength variation.

(Q.4)Express the bHnula regarding the divergence Of the lnagnetic ield(Gauss's

laW)in the above― mentioned cylindrical coordintte system.AlsO,express the r
ハ D

C°mp°nent°f the magnetiC・ eld B uSing r andラ テ・Lu mγ uSe the f011側 ing

eouation Of divergence in the cvlindrical coordinate svstenl. 1ピ 10u can assurne that
^ち

、            υ           υ                   υ

言チ iS independent Of r・

diVA=:3(rAr)十 ;黎 +等
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(Q.5) Express the force f, exerted on the particle along the z-axis using the magnetic

moment p,rn. The magnetic moment is defined by the product 1,9 where l is circular
current surrounding the area ,9.

(Q.6) When the particle Inoves by infinitesimal distance L,z in z direction by the force

f ,, find the amount of change in kinetic energy of the particle along the z-axis.

AIso, show that the magnetic moment p, is conserved.

B

Figure 1

-,--"^pff*^
+tr---
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Problern 7 (Physics)

Consider three dimensional gas which consists of I/ particles with mass rn in equilibrium

with a heat bath of temperature 7. Let the volume occupied by the gas be I/. Assume

there are no interactions between the particles.

(Q.1) Let the position and momentum of the z-th particle be *i and pi. Assuming

the rotation and vibration of the particles can be ignored, answer the following

questions.

(1) Write down the Hamiltonian H of this system.

(2) Calculate the partition function

z: #/ (g .P)exp(-BH)

where 13:7|(Jr,BT) and ks is the Boltzmann constant, andh is the Planck

constant. You may use f: dtexp(*at2): J;fr.
(3) Calculate the Helmholtz free energy F : -ksTlnZ. Apply the Stirling's

formula ln ly'! - I/ In I/ - N valid when nrr > 1, and show that F is extensive.

(4) Calculate the internal energy U : F -T@FlAf), and show that the heat

capacity at constant volume is

Cy

(Q.2) Let the particles be diatomic rnolecules with mornent of inertia 1 and an electric

dipole mornent q, and consider their rotational motion. When homogeneous exter-

nal electric field E is applied, Iet the angle between the axis of the e-th molecule

and the electric field be 0a, and its azimuthal angle b" do. The contribution of the

rotational motion to the Hamiltonian 11.o1 can be written as

Hro, :p 
f+ Qe,,- H - oo "o"oo),

where p6,i and p4,t are the angular mornentum of the i-th molecule in the 0,; and

/a direction, respectively.

-16-
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(1) Calculate the contribution of the rotational motion to the partition function

zrot : f ffIdpe,tdpsrd,0,ddr) "*p(-pa*)./ \^':t hl I
(2) Calculate the contribution of the rotational motion to the internal energy.

Evaluate the contributions of the rotational motion to the heat capacity at

constant volume in the two limits, ksT < qE and ksT > qE, respectively.

(3)Calculate the polarizatio11 0f the systeln (the expectatiOIl value Of

ΣL9cosθ j).

‐
17‐
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Problem 3(Physics〕

Clonsider a particle Ⅵrith lnass η2 and energy _E・ whOse lnOtion along″  axis under a

pOtential energy y(・ )iS deSCribed by a wave function ψ(・ )・
The dOInain of χ is Jven as

(―∞,∞ ).Here,a stationary state of the particle is considered and the ti:rne― dependence

ofthe w・ave function can be ignOred. PrObability current density is expressed as fol10ws.

ル)=―勇(ψ

*(″
)£ψ(″)一 ψ(χ)島ψ*(・

))

Answer the fO110wing questiOns.ん is the reduced Planck constant(ん =ん/27)and*
repreSentS a COmpleX CO可 ugtte・

(Q■ )A wave角饉ctiOn representing a wave propagating toward十 ∬direction is ttVen by

ψ(∬)=五 eXp(iた∬}.Obtain the probability current density br this wave ttnction.
ノ4[and tt are cOInplex and real cOnstants,respectively=

(Q.2)Obtain the probability currett density ttr the wave ttnction expressed by ψ(∬)=
五 eXp(~為 ∬

)・
五 andた 劉鯰 COIIlpleX and real COnStantS,FeSpeCtiVelya

(Q.3)Consider a pOtential energy de二ned as y(∬ )=oねr∬ <O and y(″ )=1ノЪ ttr

O≦ ∬.A particle is injected tO the pOtential f18。 In a retton χ<O toward十″

directiOn.The energy of the particle r is given by O<E<、 な Obttn a wave

functiOn for each region using the require]Elent of the sm00th cOnnectiOn Of the

ハヽrave functions` Flor the regiOn″  < O the wave functiOn can be represented as

ψ(∬)=A eXp(量恵)+F eXP(一 減富),Where A and F are comttlex constants.YOu

nilay eXpFeSS anS・ Wrers using 24.

(Q.4)On the results Of° (Q.3),obtain the absOlute values of the probability currenti

densities Of the incident wave,the reiected wave and the transIIlitted wave。 .へ n(1

Calculate the reflectivity and the translnittance of this potential.

(Q.5)Consider a pOtential energy de■ ned as y(∬)=O brχ <O and a<χ ,and
y(∬)=I)おrO≦ ∬≦αo A particle with the energy E(0<E<lも )is ittected to

the pOtenti」  frOnl the regiOn∬ <O tOヽVard十 ∬ direction。 (Dbtain the renectivity

and the transIIlittance Of this potential,α  is a pOsitive and real nulnber.

(Q.6)For the results Of(Q.5)and thc case where E=L/2and h≫ ん
2/(鶴 2),Obtain

the transIIlittance.
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